
Cliffside Refiners Limited Partnership Meeting 

November 17, 2020 @ 9:00 AM 

Attendees: 

(Cliffside) Mark M. Rodney C. Brad H.  

(Downtown) Emress B. Sam B. Mark W. 

(NOC)  David S. 

(CRLP) Nick D. Bobby S. Bob L.  Mike C. Kaylyn S. 

Roll Call Mike D. John S. 

 Noted 

Nick D.-Any update on COVID? 

Sam B.-Gov of NM came out with new guidance on new restrictions.  Here for TX and OK each 
state does things different.  Still phase I, we are being cautious about travel.  It is still the same as 
it was. 

Nick D.-John were you able to execute the work there. 

John S.-Sounds like it went smoothly talking to my guys. 

Nick D.-Operational issues Mark. 

Mark M.-We have the pressure up around 1400 the entire week.  We took Bivens A6 out of 
production, took the flow back down and kept Bivens A6 in standby.  Pipeline pressure dropped 
about 10 pounds per day by design.  The pressure at the moment is 1356.  We are in a phase of 
high supply on hand and low demand.  We are back down to our low flow numbers.  No 
problems on equipment at the plant right now.   

Nick D.-Ok good.  Storage call today if you want to be part of that. 

Projects for John can you give us a 610 report? 

John S.-Last week we went in because of the rod indicator.  The bands were worn on that 
machine.  Nothing else was found.  We continued with the full PM on that machine.  All is 
working well now. 

Nick D.-Brad isn’t on the call he did give us some questions about methane pumps.  There are 2 
level gauge switches on order, one to repair one spare.  His team will be ready to get that going.  
There are some issues with the seals and he is aware of that so please keep him informed if 
anything comes up.  We need to prepare another operating manual for adding oil to the pumps. 



That’s all I have for those comments.  DGA pump repaired and parts ordered.  There are some 
questions about weatherizing the lines and things like that.  Any comments? 

Sam B.-On the DGA we have substantial leaks and we drew down our solution, is that coming 
so we have solution on hand? 

Nick D.-I submitted a proposal to Emmett.  Recommendation was the system can handle 1000 
gallons.  We get that back it is a five day delivery but for emergency we can get that product as 
well. 

Sam B.-We have no solution to add, we are at risk for low temperatures.  This system is not 
where it needs to be for the winter weather. 

Mark M.-There is none stored we used pretty much all that we had in the tank. 

Nick D.-Let’s see if we can get that approved and I will get that delivery scheduled, if an 
emergency comes up we will adjust. 

Sam B.-Before the vendor has not had the equipment to offload the product so we need to make 
sure that they know they need to offload as well and to have the tools needed for that. 

David S.-I will check with Emmett and see where he is at on that. 

Nick D.-The last thing I have is we have a green light for the emissions project.  Need to verify 
what remains to be done.  Anything else from anyone? 

Sam B.-I sent out the updated contact list. 

Nick D.-Anything else?  Alright talk to you next week. 

 


